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ABOUT — We create
unique objects with a strong
commitment to honest
materials and craftmanship.
Founded in 2013 in the heart
of Mexico City, having the
showroom1 and production
located in la Roma Norte
neighborhood.
We are on a constant journey to
discover new aspects of Mexican
culture. Our work merges the
essence of materials with bold
and characterful aesthetics.
The collection is shaped by
elegant forms, unique pieces with a timeless
visual language 2. Our commitment is to create
objects with quality, both beautifully crafted and
accessible to our audience worldwide.
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Manifesto — We love to challenge
materials and to unwrap their intriguing
nature, revealing the beauty of imperfection.
Developing original objects with an honest
and bold character drives us as a studio. Our
aim is to have a deeper understanding of
our history, expressed in the transformation
of materials to a collection that endures
over time.

We are motivated by strong
personal relationships with the most talented
people, exchanging knowledge with various
disciplines, using design as a conversation.
For us, having transparency in our work and
every step of our production, is essential. As
a team we share a meaningful purpose and
thrive working in this exciting environment.
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FIORITO AND RECINTO STONE
AT THE PRODUCTION SITE

ASSEMBLY PROCESS
AT OUR WORKSHOP

1
Every corner of our
showroom reinforces through
its staging and
scenery the essence of
the products presented.

The objects represent an
enthusiasm for modern and
minimal forms. As opposed to
presenting the lighting in a
traditional way, aluminum, rough
multicolored copper, raw brass
and big rocks fill the showroom.
Surfaces and rocks reflect the

brand´s affinity to honest materials. Creating a space with an
abstract layout, overlapping color
walls and raw plates, a framework
that serves as a support for our
lamps. Surfaces that bring out the
qualities of each model and create
a rich tonal collage.

2
Aesthetics that open space
for conversation and highlight the

relationship between process and
material. Offering a visual con-

text and a deeper understanding of
Mexican heritage and identity.

Materiality — Materials are the
origin of our work. Their essence is what
inspires our collections. We seek to enhance
their imperfections, beauty, elegance and
sophistication by creating unique objects.
Starting with an investigation on historical
materials 3, we bring them into a new
context by rethinking their aesthetics .

3
also
made
is a
rial
vary

Recinto for example is
known as volcanic rock and is
from lava solidification. It
distinct and enigmatic matewith a porous texture that
in refinement. This rock has

4
The more challenging a
material is, the most attractive
it is to us to work with. Any
material implies a process of
uncovering its true potential,

Team —
Studio davidpompa is
a young international
team, based both in
Mexico and Austria.
A group of motivated
professionals who
grow through cultural
exchange and new
perspectives, a constant
journey. As a group of
designers, engineers and
makers, we are passionate
about working interdisciplinarily.
We are inspired by curiosity and aim for
the highest quality as well as the greatest
aesthetics 4. We are driven by problem solving,
questioning ourselves what comes next. Our
studio is a space for the exchange of life
and professional experiences. Research and
exploration of new techniques and materials
are our starting point to exponentiate new
ideas and acquire knowledge.
ten

been present in Mexico, used by
several Mesoamerican cultures for
sculptures, kitchen utensils and
architecture. Iconic examples are
the Mexican Molcajete and Metate,
both Mortars used already over

3500 years. Deeply rooted in Mexican culture and representing historical richness, it is a material
with an unquestionable aesthetic.

and drives us a team. The story
behind each material is extremely
valuable and inspires us in many
ways. It is a great joy to create
new dynamics from materials we

have a close connection with.
Working for years with the same
material and coming to different
results.
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FIORITO STONE AT THE
PRODUCTION SITE

VOLCANIC ROCK
CUTTING PROCESS
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Meta parallel black — new light
sculptures that create a displacement of
volcanic rocks suspended in space. Carved
into cylindrical shapes the stones can be
vertical or horizontal, bridged by elongated
or aligned metal sheets. The collection
is both aesthetically bold and poetic at
the same time, exploring the relationship
between the beauty of geometry and the
roughness of the rocks.
After presenting several single objects
with diverse Mexican materials this series
of light sculptures is the first large scale
series by the studio. A relationship between
textures plays with a surprising material

combination of volcanic rock and matt
black coated aluminum. An unexpected
balance combines the porosity of the
stones and the industrial process. The
result is a warm atmosphere in a sculptural
dimension, suspended by thin black cables.
The metal pieces bring the stones into
several layers and centers, the core of the
collection’s aesthetics. Every single object
is shaped by an abstract visual concept and
composed of elegant symmetry. Through
the aligned metal sheets, the objects have
the ability to convey both light and shadow
at the same time.
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VOLCANIC STONE META PIECES
AT PRODUCTION SITE

META PARALLEL
BLACK
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VOLCANIC STONE
PERFORATION PROCESS

META PARALLEL BLACK
CHANDELIER
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a MILANESE
BLUE

A DECONSTRUCTION
OF A VOLCANIC EVENT

The sky blue installation presents light sculptures, through
a scenography of deconstructed volcanic rock displacements.

twenty one

twenty TWO

twenty THREE

TILES AT ALCOVA SPACE, STARTING
POINT FOR VISUAL conversation

the
exhibition —
Embracing the
industrial blue
tiles of the space,
the installation
reinforces the site
specific tone by creating
a backdrop where blueness takes over the
floor and narrow pedestals, in contrast with
the floating dark objects. The central pieces
of the exhibition are light sculptures of
parallel stones arranged on aligned metal
sheets that challenge the material’s nature.
Both vertical and horizontal elongated
pieces suspend against the monochromatic

space, creating a volcanic landscape of
hanging rocks. Studio davidpompa brings
its signature into the physical space, setting
materials into focus by exploring the
deconstruction of volcanic events.
Different pedestals display atypical
stone objects, lined up and arising into a
new perspective, though a parallel process.
By giving the visitor an experience of lava
solidification and of the production process
of the pieces, the visitors is left visualizing
the connection between what they sense
and the aesthetics of the object.
The space is part of Alcova 2022 at
Via Simone Saint Bon in Milan as part of
Fuorisalone.

a VISUALIZATION
OF A CONNECTION
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Meta Parallel brass — a series
of light sculptures composed of two
fiorito stone elements arranged in a linear
way. Each piece is perfectly balanced
by the heaviness of its elements and
proportionally centred by elongated brass
surfaces. The sculptures present different
dialogues that combine a characterful and
poetic language.
The collection focuses angles and
geometric shapes that contain reflections
of themselves, creating levels of depths
that mirror architectonic compositions.
Light reflected on the polished brass
surfaces create a warm visual complexity
that gives character to the space. The
result is a collection enhanced by its
reflected parallelism that evokes different

depths and shades angles. The Objects are
made of hand polished solid brass that will
naturally oxidate and reflect the language of
time. The elements are supported by visible
screws that brings an industrial aesthetic
to the object.
For this edition we created two
types of finishes of brass to set different
characters, both are artisanal made by
our team in Mexico City. The first one,
polished, for a more classic appearance.
The other is aged brass, to show the beauty
in time and the imperfection of materials,
creating a more natural atmosphere.
Each piece has an engraved label
specifying the progressive serial number
to highlight the artisanal work and
material finish.
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fiorito stone at
production site

META PARALLEL BRASS
DETAIL

twenty EIGHT

LED COB
LENS

META PARALLEL
BRASS
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Our collections cherish the experience of craft and reinforce the value of materials.
We are intrigued by the magic that occurs when combining traditional materials with
new techniques and contemporary ideas. Each material brings new knowledge to our
studio, enriching our processes and methods. Our materials range from black clay,
handblown recycled glass, brass, copper, onyx, fiorito, to volcanic rock.

A collection both aesthetically bold and poetic,
exploring the relationship between the beauty
of geometry and the roughness of stones.

www.davidpompa.com

